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ABSTRACT 

This paper is concerned with using a frequency – based passengers’ route choice models for circular 

closed bus routes. Transit passengers, in many cases, deal with overlapping bus routes with some 

routes sharing common sections and stops. Passenger assignment problem is a major task in 

frequency setting of bus service which aims to minimize passengers and operator costs. In this 

work, mixed integer mathematical formulation based on passenger choice problem is developed to 

track each proportion of passengers’ in selecting bus routes for -0- and -1- trips transfer. The 

proposed model would help for a given transit network and total bus fleet size to minimize network 

total travel time. It would optimally distribute frequency among bus routes, regarding passengers’ 
interests in selecting bus routes. It differs from traditional models, since it helps in tracking different 

users while they are moving on the network. Numerical examples are given to clarify the proposed 

mathematical formulation. Circular bus routes operational performance is tested using Mandl’s 
network benchmark problem. Genetic Algorithm has been implemented with Matlab language in 

solution procedure. Comparing results with previous work indicates that circular bus routes manage 

in minimizing average user travel time for the same operator cost.   The results from this study 

would help in further work to optimize transit vehicle size and stops distances along each single bus 

route. 

Keywords: Circular bus routes – Frequency setting - Mixed Integer Programming – Genetic 

Algorithm 

1. Introduction  

With increasing traffic on roads, more mobility-related problems such as congestion, 

air pollution, noise pollution, and accidents are created. Therefore, the need for new 

transportation infrastructures for serving new towns and/or improving existing 

transportation structures to cope with such increase is an urge. These transportation 

planning, designing and management issues are addressed in the Transit Network Design 

Problem (TNDP) [1]. The TNDP aims to design a set of bus routes and manage their 

operation in an efficient manner for both users and operators. Different system functions 

and targets, required for each group of participants, have to be met through solution 

methodology. TNDP is simply related to the determination of a set of routes defined over 

the street network with their corresponding schedules to deal with demand trips [2]. 

Over the last five decades, the TNDP have been under study for many researchers, 

most likely because the problem is practically important, theoretically interesting, highly 

complicated, and multi-disciplinary as well. Solving TNDP depends on solving two sub–
problems, namely, transit route design problem and frequency setting problem. Transit 

route design aims to find efficient transit routes that combine maximum demand coverage 
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and route network directness. Frequency setting aims to find optimal bus frequency on 

each transit route which minimizes users and operators costs. Optimization of TNDP 

solution depends on how  

these sub-problems have been tackled [1,3,4]. 

There are two main approaches to handle TNDP the first approach is to solve the two 

sub–problems simultaneously taking into account the interaction between them, second 

approach is to solve route design and frequency settings by separate procedures in a 

sequential manner [5, 6]. 

Solving TNDP in one stage usually appears as bi-level problem. It stems from the 

trend to balance between operator’s objectives (upper level) and users objectives (lower 
level). Upper level is normally concerned with route design problem while lower level 

would concern with frequency setting problem. The model tries to take into account the 

interaction between supply side and demand side similar to continuous network design 

problem [7]. 

To alleviate the complexity of solving TNDP in one stage by bi-level models, some 

researchers would convert the bi level model to single level by using weighted terms. 

Operator and users objectives mathematical programming representation are summed and 

multiplied by weight factors. The value of any weight factor denotes the priority of the 

term which it multiplied by in the model [6, 8]. 

Chakroborty, 2003, suggests that it is an accepted approximation to take frequency 

setting phase after route design to alleviate the complexity of TNDP. This trend of solution 

was accepted by many researches [9, 10, 11, and 12] Owais and Moussa, 2013, presented a 

deterministic solution methodology for transit route design problem. They developed a 

Deterministic Route Generation Algorithm (DRGA) for constructing a set of circular 

closed bus routes in an urban road network [13]. 

The motivation of this paper is to provide an explicit mathematical programming for 

transit passenger assignment problem. The model would be able to track the behavior of 

each proportion of transit passengers in selecting bus routes, for a given set of bus routes 

defined over transit network and bus available fleet. This would be the key for optimal 

frequency setting on bus routes. Although, the analysis is mainly concerned with frequency 

setting on circular route bus route, the proposed model can be easily extended to other type 

of bus routes.  

2. Passenger Assignment on Circular Bus Routes 

In the operation side of the TNDP (bus service frequency setting problem), the 

planner is interested in setting bus frequency on the network in the most precise way 

regarding which routes to be used and loaded, according to passengers’ interest. The 
problem arisen here is transit passenger assignment problem. It is the major component in 

transit route frequency setting. It can be defined as the query of passenger flows on transit 

networks segments. Passenger assignment is a process of predicting passengers’ behavior 
in selecting bus routes according to route time length and bus frequency for each bus route [14].  

Transit passengers in many cases have to deal with overlapping bus route with some 

routes sharing sections and common stops. This problem is sub-problem of transit 

passenger assignment, called common-lines problem. Various assumptions and studies are 

made in order to track passengers’ behavior towards a given supply of transit service [15, 16]. 
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Spiess, 1983, developed the concept of clever passenger into passenger optimal 

strategies. Passengers would minimize the sum of waiting time and in-vehicle time in their 

boarding strategies. If there is more than one route serving an origin node (i) and 

destination node (j), see Fig. (1). This would lead the passengers, who wish to travel from 

(i) to (j), to determine a sub-set of bus routes (attractive lines) boarding the first incoming 

bus of these routes. The fraction of passengers (Pr) served by each route r     , 

considering     is the set of attractive lines between (i) and (j), would be estimated as; 

Pr = 
  ∑                                                                                           (1) 

 

The expected waiting (E[WT])time is given as;     

      

E[WT] = 
 ∑                                                                                                                        (2) 

where;   is a parameter, such that   = 1 for Poisson vehicle arrivals (as adopted in this 

research),  or   = 0.5 for deterministic arrivals,    = frequency of route r. Attractive lines 

set depends on routes travel time and frequency. 

 

 
Fig. 1. i-j set of routes (arcs) 

For origin node (i) the relaxation of the problem can be defined as [14, 17 and 18]; 

 

minimize  ∑         + ∑            (3) 

s.t.  ∑         – ∑         = bi          i   N      (4) 

   = 
  ∑                                     i   N        (5)   ≤                                 a     ,   i   N      (6)    ≥ 0                                        a           (7) 

                                

In this paper we propose mixed integer formulation which would track each portion of 

passengers’ behavior in selecting bus routes from origin (i) to destination (j) and passing 

through transfer node (m), if it is existed. Also, we would symbolize the number of trips 

travelling from (i) to (j) using route r with       which is considered our main decision 
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variable in determining optimal bus frequency distribution among bus routes for a certain 

total bus fleet. In this work, we would assume that; 

 Passenger would select bus route, among subset of bus routes, that minimizes total 

trip travel time (in –vehicle plus waiting time), boarding the first incoming bus from 

this subset. 

 Passenger wouldn’t transfer if there is a direct route to his/ her destination; even if 
the transfer would minimize the total trip travel time. 

 Passenger, who would transfer, predetermines a certain transfer node which is the 

closet possible transfer node to his destination node.  

 Arriving bus capacity is enough for waiting passengers. 

2.1. Single circular bus route analysis (trips without transfer) 

Interestingly, the single circular bus route itself includes common-lines problem. 

Circular bus route is a bus route which starts at a certain node and traverses other nodes 

once, then terminates at the start node. This type of routes includes two loops; clockwise 

and anticlockwise directions (i.e. each single circular route constitutes two different 

routes). At a certain origin node, each one of the two directions can serve passengers to all 

other destination nodes on the circular route, but mostly, one of the two directions is short 

and the other is long (according to in-vehicle time) to destination node, as depicted in Fig (2). 

Considering a number of passengers (di-j) that would move from (i) to (j), they would 

choose between the two paths (  &   ), since        and        are the travel time on   (the 

short direction) and    (the long direction), see Fig. (2). If all passengers are willing to take 

the shortest route (  ), it would cause each passenger to expertise total travel time (in-

vehicle plus waiting time) equal to;        + 1/(    ). 

Passengers try to minimize their total travel time by boarding the first incoming bus of 

the two routes, if only; [      + 1/(     +   )] ≤        + 1/(   ). It would be attractive to 

passengers to choose between the two paths. Total trips (di-j) would split into        &        

according to     &    .       = di-j ×    / (    +   )       = di-j ×    / (   +   ) 

Total travel time for all users= [        + 1/(     +    )] ×        +  [       + 1/(     +    )] ×        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. circular route configuration 
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To track passengers behavior in selecting bus routes (each number of passengers uses 

route r,       ), we would represent the problem solution by mixed integer programming. 

The travel time for user would be given as optimization problem minimize   ∑           ×       (in -vehicle time) + 
 ∑                (waiting time)                                (8)   

 

It would be written as; 

Minimize   

  ∑                     ∑                                                                                                            (9) 

 

For all users, it would be written as; 

Minimize∑               ∑                      ∑                                                                              
            

(10) 

s.t.      = di-j × 
         ∑                                                                                                                 (11) ∑       ×       = di-j                                                                                                            (12) 

 
A simple numerical example is given to clarify passengers’ decisions for selecting bus 

routes according to a certain circular route configuration (see Fig. (2)) and three cases of 

bus service; 

Example Cases: 

Case (1) 

Given di-j = 100 trip/hr,        = 9 min,       =11 min (total circular route length = 20 min),     = 12 bus/hr,     = 12 bus/hr (total fleet size = 8). 

 

minimize           
                                                               +                                                                        

 

s.t       = 100 × 
                                       = 100 × 
                                       ×                        = 100 

 

Solution:        =1                                                          =1        = 50 trips                                             = 50 trips 

Total travel time = 1250 min               Average travel time (ATT) = 12.5 min/user 
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Case (2): 

Given di-j = 100 trip/hr,        = 9 min,       =11min,     = 18 bus/hr,     = 6 bus/hr, (total 

bus fleet = 8) 

minimize           
                                                             +                                                                      

 

s.t       = 100 × 
                                      = 100 × 
                               

       ×                        = 100 

 

Solution:        =1                                                          =0        = 100 trips                                           = 0 

Total travel time = 1233.34 min           ATT = 12.34 min/user 

Case (3) 

Given di-j = 100 trip/hr,        = 9 min,       =11min,     = ?  bus/hr,     = ?  bus/hr, and total 

bus fleet = 8 

minimize           
                                                          +                                                                    

 

 

 

s.t.       = 100 × 
                                          = 100 × 
                                          ×                        = 100     ×

     ×        +     ×
     ×        = 8 

 

Solution:        =1                                                          =0        = 100 trips                                           = 0     = 24 bus/hr                                         = 0 

Total travel time = 1150 min               ATT = 11.5 min/user 
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Remarks on the given example 

In cases (1 and 2), it was obvious that passenger's route choice depending mainly on 

routes' frequency. Therefore, in case (3) the question arises, what are the best frequencies 

(for the same total bus fleet 8 bus) on route 1 and route 2, which would minimize total 

passengers' travel time? The model reaches equilibrium, when there is no change on     

or    , and would minimize passengers' total travel time. 

The proposed model for bus route frequency setting, would minimize total travel time 

for all transit network users, for a given transit network (set of circular routes) and total bus 

fleet size (budget constraint). This would be achieved by optimally disturbing frequency 

among bus routes, taking into account passengers’ interests in selecting bus routes. 

2.2. Multi – common circular bus routes analysis (trips with transfer) 

Transit network constitutes mainly two types of trips; -0- transfer trips and -1- transfer 

trips. The analysis of -0- transfer trips would be considered as in Section 2.1 (i.e. origin 

and destination served by common routes). Trips with -1- transfer are more complicated in 

their analysis, since passengers are travelling using transfer node and two different routes. 

Trips with -2- transfer can be tracked as -1- transfer trips, in which -2- transfer trips 

include two transfer nodes and three routes selecting decisions. Since -2- transfer trips are 

usually a negligible proportion in transit networks, they were excluded from the analysis. 

 Passenger, with no direct route to his/ her destination, would choose among attractive 

routes at the origin node to a certain transfer node. This would be repeated at the transfer 

node to the destination node. Passenger’s decision depends on routes travel time and 

frequencies for both origin and transfer nodes. 

To better understand -1- transfer trips analysis on circular routes, a small transit 

network, Fig. (3), consists of two circular routes with node sequence (i-m-l-i & k-m-l-k) 

with common link (ml). It includes an origin node (i) with destination node (k).  

 

 
Fig. 3. Small transit network 

If a certain passenger would travel form i to k, he would first choose his attractive 

transfer point (m or l). If he considers (m) as the attractive transfer point for (i-k) trips, he 

would select first route (sr) to (m) transfer node and then second route (er) to (k) 

destination node. Different available scenarios for passenger’s decisions for travelling from 
(i) to (k) can be adopted, see Fig. (4). 
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Fig. 4. Different scenarios for i-k trips using (m) as transfer point 

In passenger’s decision for traveling from i to k using node (m), as attractive transfer point, 

one of the set of attractive routes at node (i) and at node (m) would be selected. The 

passenger decision would be as an optimization process; 

minimize
  ∑                     ∑              (decision at i) + 

  ∑                     ∑               (decision at m)                        (13) 

For all users; 

minimize   ∑             ∑                      ∑              + ∑            ∑                      ∑                                          (14) 

s.t.       = di-k × 
           ∑                                                                                                               (15)       = di-k × 
           ∑                                                                                                             (16) ∑         ×        = ∑         ×        = di-k                                                                              (17) 

2.3. General mathematical optimization model for passenger assignment problem 

To derive a general mathematical optimization model for frequency setting on transit 

route network, we would assume;   i   N there are two groups of destination nodes (l and 

k). l represents set of nodes satisfied directly (without transfer) by bus routes and k 

represents set of nodes satisfied with one transfer. m represents the attractive transfer node 

for i-j trips, once j   . 

minimize  ∑ ∑ ∑         ∑                       ∑                           +  ∑ ∑ ∑                   ∑                     ∑                 +    ∑ ∑ ∑         ∑                     ∑                                                (18)                     

s.t.      = di-j × 
         ∑                                           , i   , j    (19) 
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     = di-j × 
         ∑                                       , i   , j        (20) 

     = di-j × 
         ∑                                       , j    

    (21) 

∑       ×         = di-j                                 , i   , j        (22) ∑       ×       = di-j                                , i   , j    (23) ∑       ×       = di-j                                , j    (24)      ≤  ≤                                               (25) ∑      r × Tr ≤ TBF (26)   × Vs ≤  ∑                                            , r   R (27) 

3. Solution Search Tool 

The proposed model at Equation (18) is a mixed integer nonlinear model, since it 

includes continuous variables       and    besides integer variable      . Nonlinearity of the 

model is back to flow splitting constraints Eq. (19 – 21). The proposed model is difficult to 

be solved by exact methods, so we would propose Genetic Algorithm as stochastic search 

tool for solving the proposed model.       

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a powerful stochastic search tool, which is used in solving 

many mathematical programming problems by examining a large part of search space 

aiming to find optimal or near optimal solution. GA depends on the theory of evolution of 

genetics that next generation would be better than parents. Representing random 

population of individuals (feasible solution) as binary code (chromosomes) is considered 

the first generation for GA. Three sequential operators deal with this Generation to 

produce the next one (sons is better than parents), these operators namely, selection, 

reproduction and mutation. The reproduced generation is considered an initial solution for 

the next generation. The process continues until defined criteria of convergence are met, 

for more details see [19]. 

GA is one of the most preferable tools for solving Transit Network Design Problem. 

Usually, when one tackles TNDP solution as one part or partitions it into sub-problems. 

Different types of mathematical optimization models arise in solution procedure, such as; 

mixed integer programming, combinatorial integer programming and non-linear non-

convex programming. These types are difficult (or impossible) to be solved with exact 

methods. GA is considered a plausible tool to tackle these problems to reach optimal or 

near optimal solution [2, 4]. 

Matlab 2011 provides an easy graphical user inter face (GUI) to deal with Genetic 

Algorithm. Genetic Algorithm GUI eases changing its operator’s criteria or conditions of 
convergence for GA like number of maximum generations, maximum running time limit 

and etc. This would result in improving GA final results [20]. 
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4. Illustrative Numerical Example for TNDP Solution using DRGA and GA 

4.1. Mandl’s Benchmark transit network 

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the solution methodology proposed in this 

paper, a popular benchmark network is solved (Mandl’s Swiss transit network). Mandl’s 
Swiss transit network is the most popular transit network that has been utilized by many 

researchers as a benchmark network to compare their results with Mandl’s solution results 
[2, 9, 10, 21 and 22]. Mandl’s transit network consists of 15 nodes connected by 21 links 
with a total demand of 15570 trips; see Fig. 5 [9]. 

 
Fig. 5. Mandl’s Network with travel time on links in minutes, reproduced from 

Mandl, 1980 [9]  

4.2. Solution procedure for Mandl’s transit network  

Our adopted approach to solve the TNDP follows two consecutive stages; 1). Solve 

transit route design problem, 2). Solve frequency setting problem. In the first stage, the 

DRGA, as a deterministic approach produced by Owais and Moussa, 2013, is used to 

generate a set of circular bus routes for Mandl’s network. The output from the first stage is 

used as an input for the second stage. In the second stage, the frequency setting on the set 

of circular bus routes is analyzed via GA, as a stochastic search tool, to solve the general 

mixed integer nonlinear model for Mandl’s network. The frequency setting stage aims to 

minimize total travel time for all transit network users (user cost) by optimally disturbing 

frequency among bus routes, taking into account passengers’ interests in selecting bus 
routes for a given operator budget (total bus fleet constraint). 

     The proposed solution assumes that the minimum and the maximum bus frequency on 

each bus route are 6 and 30 bus/hr, respectively. Bus vehicle capacity is fixed at 40 seats 

per bus. Transfer penalty is calculated by assuming five minutes as penalty for each trip 

doesn't have a direct route to its destination. In the next section, the DRGA and GA 
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solution results are presented and compared with some other approaches in terms of some 

planning and operational parameters.  

     The planning parameters include; number of routes, total route length (in min), 

percentage of demand coverage (with zero-, one-, and two- transfers), route network 

directness, and the transfer directness. Route network directness is an indicator to measure 

bus route deviation from the shortest path among main transit nodes pairs. In which, the 

value of route network directness which equals  one indicates that all bus users would take 

the shortest path along their travel between origin and destination. The value of route 

network directness which exceeds one would indicate the delay caused by the set of bus 

routes to all users. The transfer directness is calculated as route network directness but for 

transfer trips only. 

     The operational parameters include; total demand served by the set of bus routes 

divided by total bus fleet size “TBF” (main operator cost), average in vehicle time (in min 

per user), average waiting time (in min per user), total transfer penalty (in min), average 

total travel time “ATT” (in min per user), and finally the DRGA and GA percentage of 
saving in average user travel time over other approaches. 

4.3. Results and discussions 

     The first stage, using DRGA, resulted in four circular bus routes, see Fig 6. It is worth 

noting that the DRGA algorithm searches only for circular closed bus routes (DRGA 

doesn’t work with nodes connected by only one link), therefore, nodes (0, 8) were 
excluded from the analysis. The resulted network consists of 13 nodes with a total demand 

of 12370 trips per day.  

 
Fig. 6. DRGA set of routes configuration for Mandl’s network 

The results from DRGA and GA analysis are presented in Table (2) along with those 

from previous work. The first row indicates the source of the solutions to the benchmark 

problem. The second row gives the previous work year. The third row identifies the 

solutions search tool methods to the problem. Fourth to tenth row denote the route network 
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characteristics (planning parameters). The remaining rows give the operational parameters 

for transit network solutions.  

The proposed set of circular bus routes has advantage over other bus routes, under 

comparison, in mobility technique. In which, all other bus routes under comparison are 

shuttle bus service routes (i.e. bus moves forward and backward on the same line), but 

proposed bus routes are circular (i.e. bus moves on circular closed line). This technique 

allows single bus route to collect more nodes (more demand coverage) while keeping route 

directness.  

The number of routes generated is considered, in regard with other planning 

parameters under comparison, the most important criteria in judging the planning 

efficiency of the solution. Less number of routes demonstrates the methodology strength in 

assembling candidate links in one continuous bus route and entails – accordingly – less 

number of common lines, which reduces the computational effort of frequency setting part.  

The DRGA solution has a set of four circular routes with total route length = 110 min to 

achieve demand coverage (Do=84.41%, Do1 = 15.43%, Do2 = 0.16), however S&M, 1994, -

for example- constructed eight routes with route length = 151 min to achieve demand 

coverage (Do=87.73%, Do1 = 12.27). Bagloee and Ceder, 2011, (recent research) 

implemented intense mathematical programming representation equipped with two search 

heuristic algorithms (Genetic Algorithm and Ant System) to produce twelve bus routes 

covering 83.66% directly with total route length of 261 min.   Moreover, DRGA solution 

increases the transit attractiveness through keeping the best value of network directness 

considering total network directness along with transfer directness. It has the minimum 

value of transfer directness (1.06), so it would encourage even indirect origin destination 

trips to take the transit service.  

DRGA and GA solution, at the same main operator cost, the total demand served by 

the set of routes divided by total bus fleet size “TBF”,  the proposed circular bus routes 

could save in the average user travel time (user cost) compared with other pervious works’ 
solutions. Compared with Mandl’s, pioneer work, DRGA set of routes could save up to 

nearly 20 percent of average total travel time. Compared with Blgoee & Ceder, recent 

work could save up to 10 percent.  DRGA and GA could improve the solution of TNDP in 

terms of planning parameters along with operational parameters.  

Table 2. 

Comparison with Pervious Works Approaches for Mandl’s Benchmark Transit 

network 

Problem source Mandl [9] 
Baaj and 

Mahmassani [10]  

Shih and 

Mahmassani  [21] 

Bagloee &Ceder 

[23] 

Year 1980 1991 1994 2011 

Search method Mandl
1 DRGA 

& GA 
B&M

2 DRGA 

& GA 
S&M

3 DRGA 

& GA 

GI& 

AS
4 

DRGA 

& GA 

Number of routes 4 4 7 4 8 4 12 4 

-0- transfer trips% 69.94 84.41 80.99 84.41 82.59 84.41 83.66 84.41 
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Problem source Mandl [9] 
Baaj and 

Mahmassani [10]  

Shih and 

Mahmassani  [21] 

Bagloee &Ceder 

[23] 

One transfer trips%  29.93 15.43 19.01 15.43 17.41 15.43 15.21 15.43 

Two transfer 

trips% 
0.13 0.16 0 0.16 0 0.16 0.95 0.16 

Route Network 

Directness 
1.05 1.05 1.16 1.05 1.03 1.05 RNR

6 
1.05 

Transfer directness 1.3 1.06 1.19 1.06 1.12 1.06 RNR 1.06 

Total route length 

(min) 
82 110 106 110 151 110 261 110 

Total demand 

served / TBF 

(Trip/bus) 
157 157 190 190 186 186 179 179 

Average in-vehicle 

time (mpu
5
) 

11.39 9.49 11.58 9.49 10.94 9.49 10.74 9.49 

Average waiting 

time (mpu) 
1.17 1.25 1.46 1.51 1.29 1.55 1.58 1.44 

Total transfer 

penalty (min) 
23500 9543 14800 9543 13550 9543 10465 9543 

Average transfer 

Penalty (mpu)  
1.51 0.77 0.95 0.77 0.87 0.77 0.67 0.77 

Average total 

travel time “ATT” 
(mpu) 

14.07 11.51 13.99 11.77 13.1 11.81 12.99 11.7 

DRGA saving in 

average user travel 

time% 

18.19 15.86 9.85 9.93 

1Mandl’s method 
                2 Baaj and Mahmassani’s method 

             3
 Shih and Mahmassani’s method 

4
 Gravity Index & Ant – System     

5
minute per user 

             6
Results not reported 

5. Conclusions 

Transit Network Design Problem (TNDP) consists of two sub-problems; route design 

and frequency setting. The adopted approach aimed to solve the two problems in 

sequential manner. DRGA was proposed in a separate work paper to generate a set of 

efficient circular bus routes [13]. This paper concerns with frequency-based route choice 

models for passenger assignment. The interaction between transit user choice and given 

bus service pointed out that the problem is a mixed integer programming. GA as a 

powerful stochastic search tool has been implemented to solve the proposed model 

successfully. The proposed frequency setting model helps the designer to minimize total 

network travel time for a given bus fleet size by optimally distributing frequency among 

bus routes, while taking into account passengers’ interests.  
Results of comparison with pervious work have shown that DRGA and GA set of 

circular bus routes improved Mandl’s transit network solution in terms of number of 
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constructed routes, transit service coverage, transfer directness, and solution mobility and 

reliability. Moreover, DRGA and GA circular bus routes manage in minimizing user cost 

(average user travel time) compared with other methods at the same operator cost.  

It differs from literature models, since it helps in tracking different users while they 

are moving on the network.  The results from this study would help in optimizing transit 

vehicle size and stops spacing along each single bus route.  

In future work, elastic demand would be considered, in order to model the changes in 

the origin-destination matrix according to the supply of public transport. Further, more 

studies of TNDP with environmental impact would be considered in the future, since the 

impact of emissions on health and global warming is one of today’s hot topics. 
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7. Nomenclature   the set of network arcs     the set of network arcs leaving node i     the set of network arcs entering node i 

   bi flow generated at i    total flow go through node i 

   Do total demand served without transfer 

   Do1 total demand served with one transfer 

   Do2 total demand served with two transfer 

    di-j total transit trips from (i) to (j) 

    er second selected route to move from (m) to (k), er          frequency on arc a    frequency of route (r)         minimum bus frequency on route r        maximum bus frequency on route r         number of trips from (i) to (j) using (r), r      
    i represents the origin node, i   

    j represents the destination node, j   

    k set (i) destinated nodes satisfied with one transfer by   ; k   , 

    l set (i) destinated nodes satisfied without transfer by   ; l    

   m Attractive transfer node for (i-j) trips, j    

   N the set of network nodes 

    R set of bus routes (r); r   R    set  of bus routes (r) pass through node (i)          set  of bus routes (r) pass through nodes (i) and (j);         
   sr first selected route to move from (i) to (m), sr       

  TBF total available bus fleet  

   Tr bus route time length 
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         travel time between (i) and (j) through bus route (r)    time on arc a    flow on arc a 

   Vs Bus vehicle seating capacity (seats)    total waiting time at node i       dummy variable, (1) if arc (a) belongs to attractive line set, (0) otherwise        dummy variable (1)if  it is attractive for (i-j) trips to use route (r), (0) otherwise 
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طو نقل اتوبيسا  ريالتشغيل اامثل ل ق الح  ائري فى المنا
ن ح سى ع ال يس, غ م س، مح مح أح ع ى ع سف ع ا مح، ي  مح الش

ص  العربى المل
حث الى  ا ال ف ه ع من ي ك تن ك ال ط ح اء تغطى م تشغيل ش نقل ع جي اا طيط  ت

م تأثي ك  ا ال ي ق ع خط  مس ااه بأخ م فى اان ت ي ى اخ م ع ق م ال ال
ق  ل ل يع اام ل م ب من السف ل ك مع خفض  ف نقل ال ل من ت ن أ نق . ي ف بيس ال اات
ك مع ااخ فى ااع  افع  ك ال غطي ح ق ل ع مس ي ال ائ ط ال بيس خا ال اات

. يق  ك م فى ال ك ك خا ح يع ال ا ج ي ع اخ ن من خاله ت ضى ي ي ك  حث ن مح ال
ي  ن تح ك ي ل ي اسطش النقل الع  ضى ب ي ل خط. تم حل الن ال ط ل ل ال ق اام  ال

مج ن ل  ب ص أف ين ل ط ل ي ال ى نظ ك يع ع ع نظ مح س ب تا  حل حيث ا ال
ل ه ب حيل ح س ع من ال يالن ال . تم اخ ي ي ق ض ال ي ق مع ن ح من ن ال  الحل ال

 . ن ف بش م ي تع يس ين س بق لش نقل ع مش فى م حث ا ابح س ا ال ئج ه ت ن اث
من السف ل ن من خاله خفض  ق ي ضى ال ي شغيل.الن ال ف ال ى الش بنفس ت ك ع  يع ال
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